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The life of a
Java Champion

…and how to become one

DRAFT
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About Java Champions 



What?



How?



Contribute

● Communities

● (Open Source) Software



Video recordings and tutorials

● Conference sessions

● Video tutorials

● Vlogs



Conference Speaker

Concept

Present

Format

Everybody

Impact

Share

Inspire

Learn



Conference Speaker

Process

Submit

Rejection

Accepted

Requirements

Hardware

Software



Submit a “Call for Papers” (CFP)

Submit an abstract of your session, associated with contextual and/or personal data, 
to a conference in order to apply for providing a talk in one of the conferenceʼs session 
slots.



My first CFP

Speakers Masterclass program at NLJUG in 2017 2017-11-02 JFall – Ede, NL

2018-05-09 CodeMotion – Amsterdam, NL

2018-05-11 Devoxx UK – London, UK

2018-11-15 Devoxx BE – Antwerp, BE

2018-11-27 Java2Days – Sofia, BG

2019-05-09 Devoxx UK – London, UK

2019-11-07 Devoxx BE – Antwerp, BE



My first CFP

Thinking twice about migrating to Serverless

Cloud environments provide everything you need to develop a conventional application as a Service, completely 
obscuring the underlying infrastructure. This style of software development is called ʻServerlessʼ development.
This could be the holy grail that saves development teams from maintenance and platform/server dependence. 

Many development teams are in the process of maintaining a monolithic application and are planning to migrate 
this application to a Serverless solution for this particular reason. But is this a valid reason in the context of the 
monolith?

In this talk we will go through a brief history of how we got here, and look at the steps that need to be taken when 
you are considering such a migration. I will provide the insights from my own experience so far. Building a 
Serverless solution is completely different from conventional application development, which raises a ton of 
questions about whether this is a suitable replacement for the monolith. Development teams need to be aware of 
both the technical and cultural impact on their team and even the company itself before initiating the migration.



Growing as a Speaker

Submission

Relevance

Content

Evolve

Benefits

Acknowledgement

Learn

Promote



Target specific session types

● Pecha Kucha (aka Lightning Talks)

● Quick / Byte-sized / Lunch Sessions



Target specific session types

● Workshops

● BOF (Bird of a Feather)



Get involved with other speaker’s 
sessions



Why?



LEARN



PLAY



SOCIALIZE



TRAVEL & EXPLORE



References
Edwin Derks

● https://twitter.com/edwinderks

● https://www.linkedin.com/in/edwin-derks/

● https://www.cloudnativesolutions.guru/

Java Champions Program

● https://dev.java/community/jcs/

● https://twitter.com/Java_Champions

● https://github.com/aalmiray/java-champions/
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Questions?
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THANK YOU!!!


